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 A Study of Books for Younger Readers: Narrative Techniques in Lewis 
Carroll’s  The Nursery Alice 
SASADA  Hiroko 
 Abstract?This article considers the aspects of books for younger readers, which 
tend to be categorised between picturebooks and stor y books, through the 
focalisation of  The Nursery Alice (1890), written by Lewis Carroll (1832 ? 98).  
Carroll’s  Alice books, that is,  Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and  Through 
the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There (1871) are the representative works 
of the first Golden Age of British Children’s Literature.  Although there are diverse 
revised texts editing the original according to the ages or reading skills of the 
readers,  The Nursery Alice is the only text the author himself intentionally revised 
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for younger readers.  It is clearly mentioned in the preface of  The Nursery Alice that 
this book was written for younger child readers aged zero to five.  Carroll’s 
narrative devices in  The Nursery Alice especially for younger children are explored 
through the discussion in terms of the preceding theoretical studies or reader 
response criticism that are concerned with children’s books.  Since the narrator 
often rouses the reader to pay attention to the illustrations, the function of the 
illustrations in this work is also discussed.  As a consequence of the whole 
discussion, the narrative techniques employed in  The Nursery Alice , which is a rare 
case of a revised text for children, that is, the revision by the author himself, will be 
revealed. 
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 ? As long as it [the Dormouse] was asleep, it was very useful to the 
March Hare and the Hatter, because it had a nice round soft head, just like 
a pillow: so they could put their elbows on it, and lean across it, and talk to 
each other quite comfortably.  You wouldn’t like people to use  your head 
for a pillow,  would you? But if you were fast asleep, like the Dormouse, you 
wouldn’t feel it: so I suppose you wouldn’t care about it. 7 ? 
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twist up straws among  your hair, for fear people should think you’re mad! 
. . . The Hatter used to carry about hats to sell: and even the one that he’s 
got on his head is meant to be sold. You see it’s got its price marked on it
 ?  a “10” and a “6” ?  that means “ten shillings and sixpence.” 
 Wasn’t that a funny way of selling hats? And hasn’t he got a beautiful neck-
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and the Mole, and the Duck, and the Squirrel, and a screaming bird, with 
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 ? Oh, do you see a little white head, coming behind the Mole, and just 
under the Duck’s beak? That makes up the twelve. 
 ?  Mr. Tenniel says the screaming bird is a  Storkling (of course you know 
what  that is?) and the little white head is a  Mouseling . Isn’t it a little 
 darling ?  13 ? 
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 ?  Wasn’t  that a funny thing? Did  you ever see a Rabbit that had a watch, 
and a pocket to put it in? Of course, when a Rabbit has a watch, it  must 
have a pocket to put it in: it would never do to carry it about in its mouth
 ? and it wants its hands sometimes, to run about with. 26 ? 
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